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A NOTE ABOUT AN AHLFORS INEQUALITY
AND INNER RADIUS OF UNIVALENCE

Delin Tan

1., fntroduction and main results

Let f (z) be a holomorphic function defined on unit disc U : {z : lrl < 1}
and .Sy : (f" lf')' - LU" lf')' be its Schwarzian derivative. In 1975, Ahtfors [i]
showed that the inequality

(1)

(2)

together with u -+ oo for lzl ---+ I arrd u21,, l0 is sufficient to imply the existence
of a quasiconformal extension of f (z).

Writing |u instead of u, (L) becomes

If f (z) is defined on the upper half plane H : \, : Im(z) > O) , it is easy to
seethat (2) togetherwith u + oo for Im(z) --+0 and ,r/o2 * 0 alsoisasufficient
condition for quasiconformal extension of f (z).

Let A be any simply connected domain of hyperbolic type in C. We define
lhe Poincarö density pa of A by

ln'Q)l
'^- 7-lhQ)r'

where h(z) is any conformal mapping of ,4, onto the unit disc [/. For complex-
valued functions $ on A we set the norm

lldlla::åm
Let F(z) be any meromorphic function on ,4. Lehto [2] has defined the inner
radius of univaJence o1(A) as the supremum of the numbers a ) 0 with the
property fhat F(z) is injective whenever llSrlla < o.
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Ler g(z) be defined in U (or in ä) and .4 : S(U) (or 9(ä)) be a quasidisc.
Let o1(A) be the inner radius of univalence for .4. Assume fhat f (z) is any mero-
morphic function on U (or in ä ). It is clear that the inner radius of univalence

"r(A) is also the supremum of the numbers o ) 0 with the property that /(z) is
injective whenever llSl - Srllu S a (or llS; - Srll11 < 

").In this note we want to show that the Ahlfors inequality is a very powerful tool
for investigating ar(.A). Some special choices of u can yield valuable lower bounds
for o7(r4.) including some well-known results. In fact we obtain the following
results:

Theorem L. Let g(z) beholomorphicinU and A:S(U). Then

(3)

aJad

(4)

(5)

and

(6)

Then (2) becomes

where c is any complex number.

Theorem 2. Let g(z) be holomorphic in H a,nd A: S(H). Then

g" 29' 22
tt:--l-v g' g*c' 1-lrl''

oilA) > z,iu, \+l (' - \+-' l),

or(A)>zr*iåt ,\+l (,- \+-,1) ,

where c is any complex number.

2. Proofs of theorems

Because the proofs are routine, we omit the details.
(i) In the case of A - g(U), for any complex number c ) choose

2k-/r 
(1 - lzlzlz'
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The inequatity (8) was first obtained by Epstein under some additional assump-
tions and was proved by Pommerenke later [4].

Now choose g" 29'u:7 -;G_6a
Then (2) becomes

Let c - oo. We have

(ii) In the case of A - g(H), choose

o r(A) > 2 - zr:p, 
1,,' - lznrl

l',-ss'ffi\=\ffi1
oilA)>z,iiI, l+l ('- \+-')

(8)

and

(e)

Thus

( 10)

Then (2) becomes

We get

(11)

g" 29' 2
4,t 

- g' g+c z-Z

2k
= p - zl''
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and in the special case for c _ oo

(12) or(A)>2-4,Jäfr. 
l, (#)

If we choose

Then (2) becomes

Thus

( 13)

,- g" 
- 

29'

s' s(\ -zlr)'

l',-*-'Wl=l#l
oilA)>2,*,,1t ,\+l (,- \+-,1)

This inequality makes senseonly tor l(zO'|il - tl .1 . If we take

s(r): zk : exp(lelogz) (z e H, le - 1l < 1, log;: Lrni),

A : g(H) is a spiral-like domain for non-real /c. Because ,g' lg : å, we have

When k is real, Lehtinen and Lehto obtained t3]

oilA) - zk (1 - lk - 1l).

We do not know whether (14) is sharp for non-reaLt.

3. A general formula
Generally, let h(z) be any quasiconformal self-mapping of the whole plane.

Define r(z): h(z)lh(z) for A: s(H) ard r(z): h(l/z)lh(z) for A: s(U).
we choose 

,, - 
g" 

- 
29'- s' sO-")'

Then

( 16) oilA) ) 2 inf lg'l (1ö@r) I - la(g") l)

(14)

( 15)

( 17)

lg - srl'q' ')

where ry:112v or 1/(1 -lrl').
Let h(z) be any quasiconformal extension of 9(z), denote g* : g(z) or

sGlz), then

oilA) > yr, lg'l(läg.l -l?.1)
lg - s*r2q2

This is just another form of Lehto's result [3, p. 127].
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